
TIPS ON WRITING A SPEECH

Scholastic asked some expert political speechwriters to tell YOU the secrets of writing a speech that wins a crowd. Here
are their tips: Pick Your Main Ideas.

Why are you giving this speech? Human nature? This time read it aloud slowly and time yourself. It's the
writing. Go through your speech really carefully. Almost a century later, the product still sells well. And have
sorted the supporting research you need to make those points effectively. Be Audience-Centered. You may
also want to connect the material to related or larger issues as well, especially those that may be important to
your audience. The sand â€” which embodied day-to-day activities like transporting children, shopping, or
reading â€” took up too much space. You can find yourself lost in a deep, dark, murky muddle of ideas very
quickly. On the second read through check the linking passages or transitions making sure they are clear and
easily followed. Know Your Audience: Your speech should be tailored for your audience, both in terms of
ideas and language. And a good speech is about one thing only. Tie everything together. Already reeling from
bad publicity from other player incidents, Richardson was pressured to cut Smith. You seem to be gently and
effortlessly led along by the speaker's words. And that's your audience. In the meantime Usually, it was
something essential. Your call! Tell a humorous anecdote related to your big idea. The fifth possibility Never
lose sight of the essentials as you tend to the day-to-day and vice versa. Like magic, there was suddenly
enough space for both, as the sand gradually filled any gaps between the rocks. If you have a smaller audience
or a video screen , consider incorporating visuals. The foundation of good speech writing These steps are the
backbone of sound speech preparation. In addition, the content of the speech and your delivery must fit the
audience. For more help, see our handout on introductions. These are the tenants that will guide you in your
speech writing process and pretty much anything else you want to write. Too complicated: The product, which
was invented in by Orville Z. Share a success story. Get yourself a blank speech outline template to complete
Click the link to find out more about preparing a speech outline. Where might listeners lose the thread of my
argument or description? You can also find out how approximately long it will take to say the words you have
by using this very handy words to minutes converter. Don't needlessly pressure yourself by trying to write the
perfect speech at the outset. Let's change that. You can help us give it to you by signing this pledge statement
as you leave. If it doesn't, rework. Or perhaps writing speeches at school brought you out in cold sweats but
this is different. Keep your major points to three and your audience will find it easier to follow your speech
organization.


